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Resumo Esta dissertação de mestrado detalha o desenvolvido de uma interface gráﬁca
para a máquina Single Point Incremental Forming - Aveiro (SPIF-A) com o
objetivo de realização de diversas funções, nomeadamente a sua operação.
Esta insere-se na unidade curricular Dissertação/Projeto/Estágio do segundo
semestre do quinto ano do Mestrado Integrado em Engenharia Mecânica da
Universidade de Aveiro.
A SPIF-A é uma máquina de estampagem incremental que vem sendo desen-
volvida por alunos, investigadores e professores do Departamento de Engen-
haria Mecânica da Universidade de Aveiro. O trabalho em seguida apresen-
tado é a continuação deste mesmo projeto, sendo que o principal objetivo
passou pelo desenvolvimento de uma interface gráﬁca para operação e mon-
itorização da máquina.
O projeto começou pela deﬁnição dos principais requisitos que a interface
teria de cumprir.
Em seguida, iniciou-se o desenvolvimento e o teste da interface gráﬁca numa
instalação auxiliar, sendo a mesma mais tarde transferida e testada na in-
stalação da SPIF-A.
Foram realizados vários testes com a interface para detetar e corrigir o maior
número possível de erros. Durante este período, foram também introduzidas
algumas alterações no controlo da SPIF-A para melhorar a sua segurança e
utilização.
Para avaliar a facilidade e velocidade de operação da SPIF-A com a inter-
face desenvolvida, produziram-se algumas peças usando o método antigo e
a interface atual e registaram-se as principais diferenças.
Para ﬁnalizar, foi revisto o design da interface para a tornar o mais amigável
possível para o operador. Foi também criado um manual de utilização da
interface, de modo a possibilitar uma rápida aprendizagem a um novo utili-
zador.

Keywords Incremental sheet forming; graphical interface; operation; monitoring
Abstract This master dissertation resumes the development of SPIF-A's graphical user
interface with some required functions such as its operation and monitoring.
The project is inserted in the curricular unit Dissertação/Projeto/Estágio of
the second semester of the ﬁfth year of the Master's degree in Mechanical
Engineering of the University of Aveiro.
SPIF-A project is a single point incremental forming machine that has been
developed by students, researchers and professors of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Aveiro. The work presented
is the prolongation of this project, being the main goal the development of
a graphical interface for operation and monitoring of the machine.
Initially, the work focused in the deﬁnition of the main requirements that the
interface should fulﬁll as well as an analysis to its target users.
Then, the interface development and testing started in a backup installation
to prevent accidents due to programming errors, being later transfered to
SPIF-A.
Some tests were performed to detect and ﬁx as many errors as possible.
During this period, some changes in SPIF-A's control were implemented to
improve its security and operation.
To validade the new interface performance, some parts were produced using
both old and new methodologies and the main diﬀerences were registered.
Finally, the interface design was revised and a user's manual was written to
facilitate the learning process for new users.
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Part I
Background and Literary Review
1

Chapter 1
Introduction
The world we live is constantly demanding for new technological solutions. Innovation
is one of the most valuable qualities in every job market as it can be the diﬀerence between
a successful and a unsuccessful company. In manufacturing industry, every company
should be ready to integrate new production techniques to ask market requests. Some
products require speciﬁc and unique geometries, which means that classic techniques are
not suitable to its production. Therefore, new processes are emerging to cover those
necessities.
In the recent past, incremental forming processes have been introduced as an al-
ternative to the money consuming stamping and deep drawing technology when small
batches have to be manufactured [1]. Some techniques have been explored in the recent
years, with single point incremental forming being the most common one. In gene-
ral, incremental forming processes are more ﬂexible and less expensive than press-based
techniques. In the medical ﬁeld, where protheses must be made according the patient
anatomy, this kind of ﬂexible processes is very appealing. Rapid prototyping is also an
area of interest for these techniques to be developed and new applications are appearing
everyday. Hence, SPIF and similar processes should be explored since they accomplish
some production requirements that conventional manufacturing processes do not. How-
ever, new processes may require new machines and, nowadays, a machine is no longer a
simple machine as it used to be in the old days.
Since the ﬁrst industrial revolution, where the man was partially replaced by a ma-
chine, manufacturing industry started a evolution that never stopped. Contrariwise, its
development is increasing exponentially. Machines are becoming autonomous, almost
independent from the classic operator. The implementation of user-friendly interfaces
in machines was a big achievement and brought big advantages to industry : it simpli-
ﬁed machines' handling and reduced times and costs with workers training. Besides, it
improved safety at work since placed the operator away from machines' work area. It
is almost unthinkable to project a new manufacturing equipment and ignore the inclu-
sion of an interface. Althought, user-interfaces design is not as simple as it looks. In
heavy machinery, dangerous situations can occur if a bad interface design is implemen-
ted. Therefore, Human-Machine Interface (HMI) design requires attention and plays a
very important role in all the machine project.
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1.1 SPIF-A Background
Single Point Incremental Forming - Aveiro (SPIF-A) is a revolutionary production
machine that is being developed in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Aveiro. As its name suggests, this machine performs single point incre-
mental forming (SPIF) operations in metallic sheets to produce metallic parts. This
innovative forming technique has several advantages as it will be shown further in this
dissertation. Besides that, SPIF-A has also been tested to perform Friction Stir Welding
(FSW) . The machine has proved to be an excellent investment not only by its tech-
nological features but also by providing many students and teachers/researchers a close
involvment with a machine's project and construction since its inception.
The ﬁrst boost in the project came in 2010, with S. [2] studying the basics of SPIF
operations. Later, M. [3] and J. [4] projected and built a machine for incremental for-
ming operations based on their simulations of SPIF processes in ABAQUS. In 2013, J.
[5] designed the ﬁrst SPIF-A controller. Recently, R. [6] took charge in SPIF-A's devel-
opment, improving its control and implementing some hardware upgrades. Althought
SPIF equipments are emerging in industry, SPIF-A has one special particularity: it is
based in a Gough-Stewart platform with 6 Parker Hanniﬁn hydraulic cylinders [5], which
is an huge advantage comparatively to other machines as it will be explained further.
Nowadays, SPIF-A is still being upgraded and its innovative construction and manu-
facturing technique is being used by some researchers to produce and study new metallic
parts as well as diﬀerent SPIF variations.
1.2 Motivation and Goals
Despite being able to perform SPIF processes with good quality, SPIF-A still needs
some upgrades. As in any other manufacturing equipment, a good user-interface, some-
thing that SPIF-A misses, brings a lot of simplicity to the machine's operation (which
makes it accessible to more people), increases the process speed and helps to prevent ac-
cidents that may put the machine and the user's integrity in risk. Besides, since SPIF-A's
major purpose is research, the vizualization and storage of important data in real-time
(such as positioning error, cylinder forces, etc) would not only help the user to monitor
its operation but also provide attractive information for further analysis.
Hence, the motivation for this thesis lies on the possibility to simplify the operation
of SPIF-A, making it accessible to people who were not involved in the machine and
its control development. As a consequence of this improvement, it is also expected a
decrease in operation times. Therefore, the main goals for this work are the following:
1. Project and develop a friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) in order to operate
SPIF-A in its diﬀerent operation modes;
2. Implement functions to deﬁne some relevant parameters such as part-zero, speed,
etc;
3. Implement objects to display important data in real-time and to store relevant
results;
4. Perform some experiments to validate the eﬃciency of the new features described
in the previous points.
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1.3 Reading Guide
This work is composed by seven chapters, with this being the ﬁrst one. The subjects
discussed in this dissertation are the following:
 Chapter 1 Introduction: This chapter presents the SPIF-A machine and its
background. The motivation and goals for this work are also presented in this
part, as well the reading guide for the following chapters;
 Chapter 2 SPIF-A: The single point incremental forming machine from the Uni-
versity of Aveiro is presented in detail in this chapter;
 Chapter 3 Graphical User Interfaces: The history and its importance for machines
is discussed. Some design guidelines are also presented.
 Chapter 4 Single Point Incremental Forming: This chapter presents the history
and most common Incremental Sheet Forming aspects with special attention to
SPIF;
 Chapter 5 SPIF-A's GUI: This section explains the new implementations in
SPIF-A. Here, it is presented the new interface design, its functionality and its
associability with the machine's control presented in the fourth chapter;
 Chapter 6 GUI Validation: In this chapter it is described the experiences and
results that were obtained to validate the eﬃciency of the new interface;
 Chapter 7 Conclusions: Finally, this section presents some future work that can
be done to improve this machine quality and the skills achieved after the conclusion
of this project.
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Chapter 2
Single Point Incremental Forming
This chapter presents the research that was conducted for the further development
of this dissertation. An introduction about sheet metal forming is presented, as well
as some incremental forming techniques. SPIF process is presented in detail given its
importance to this work.
2.1 Sheet Metal Forming
Since the beginning of humanity, metals have played an extremely important role
for human development. Their applications are almost inﬁnite and there is an immense
variety of metals with diﬀerent strenghts, weights, etc. The metal processes list is also
extensive and it is always increasing due to technology development.
Metals' manufacturing processes vary mostly with the ﬁnal shape and application of
the part. The most common ones are casting, cutting, forming and joining processes
[5]. In each of the mentioned types of metal processing there are several techniques but
in this dissertation only the forming ones will be detailed because there is where SPIF
is included. An other important fact is that as much as 15 to 20 % Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) of industrialized nations comes from metal forming industry, while it
fulﬁlls a social cause by providing job opportunities to millions of workers [7].
The principle of forming processes is the mechanical deformation of the metallic
piece without material addition or removal. In other words, metal goes through a plastic
deformation and its physical shape is permanently deformed, giving rise to a new part
with diﬀerent geometry and structural properties. There are several forming processes
like rolling, forging, extrusion and deep drawing. This last technique is relevant for this
work as it belongs to the sheet metal techniques like SPIF does. Both rely on a metal
sheet that is deformed to give origin to a metallic shell. The deep drawing techniques
have an immense ammount of applications and are demanded by big industries such as
the automotive and aeronautic ones. However, sometimes they are not suitable for some
cases such as prototyping. In these situations, incremental forming processes (where
SPIF is included) work much better as it will be shown further.
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2.2 Sheet Metal Forming with Incremental approach
The last decade has shown an increasing interest in a new class of forming processes
known as Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF). The name incremental forming is used for
a variety of processes, all characterized by the fact that at any time only a small part
of the sheet surface is actually being formed, and that the area of local deformation is
moving over the entire product [8] .
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) has its origins in stretch forming processes and
metal spinning processes [9]. The ﬁrst reference to this kind of process came in 1967 when
Edward Leszak [10] patented an innovative and alternative process to die/punch known
as Incremental Dieless Forming. Later, in Japan, the ﬁrst forms of non-axisssymetrical
incremental forming emerged, as well as new forms of incremental sheet forming like the
Incremental Backward Bulge Process patented by Matsubara in 1994 [11] (see Figure
2.1).
Figure 2.1: Representation of the Incremental Backward Bulge process [8]
The ISF concept is being tested and implemented in industry. Its ﬂexibility is a huge
advantage when compared to classic stamping techniques. By basing in incremental
deformations, less forming loads are experimented, increasing material formability [9].
This results in a process able to manufacture parts with complex geometries, gaining
relevance for such important areas like medicine. The die-punch parts can be dispensed
in ISF processes. This fact makes ISF also extremely attractive for Rapid Prototyping
since those parts, which require an initial investment, are not required for the process.
Summing up, incremental forming techniques bring ﬂexibility and low production costs
for sheet based parts. However, they are time consuming processes and they may not
be suitable where high production cadence is needed. Therefore, their eﬃciency in serial
production is still far from conventional techniques and some development has to be
made in this area.
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In its diﬀerent variations, most of ISF processes follows the same sequence when a
part is to be produced. First, the part geometry has to be designed. This can be done
with a conventional Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. Then, the tool path must
be generated in a Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) package. Next, the metal
sheet should be prepared and ﬁxed in the machine work area. While most of researchers
adapt CNC machines to perform ISF operations, serial manipulators are also a very
common machinery choice for these kind of processes (roboforming, see Figure 2.2). Due
to the lateral force limitations of CNC machines and serial manipulators, the most usual
materials in ISF processes are low strenght metals (aluminium is a very common choice)
or polymers. High strength metals with limited sheet thickness have also been used for
ISF parts [6]. Once the sheet is positioned in the work area and the tool path program
is loaded into the machine, the manufacturing process is ready to begin.
Figure 2.2: Two synchronous robots performing ISF operations [12]
Today, with the technological development and the ease to access information, there
is a panoply of ISF processes. SPIF is probably the most common technique of ISF
operations. This process will be described in detail in the next sub-section. However,
there are diﬀerent variatons that have been experienced by some researchers.
Figure 2.3: Two point incremental forming elements [11]
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Two point incremental forming is very similar to SPIF, however it uses a secondary
tool (supporting tool) on the other side of the sheet instead of the usual backing plate
(see Figure 2.3).
Another form of ISF is Hammering (see Figure 2.4). This is a old technique and, in
its ﬁrst years, it was done manually by an operator. Today, hammering takes advantage
of the robotic technology and utilizes a robotic arm to punch the sheet.
Figure 2.4: Hammering ISF with an serial manipulator [13]
There are some more techniques such as laser forming or water jet forming that can
be applied to ISF manufacturing but are mainly used for cutting. Kuitert [9] divides ISF
processes in conventional or hybrid ISF. Unlike conventional ones, hybrid incremental
forming processes use a full or partial die to provide support to the sheet. Figure 2.5
shows some examples of hybrid ISF techniques. Pressurized ﬂuid (left), partial (center)
and full dies (right) are the most common.
Figure 2.5: Diﬀerent forms of hybrid ISF [9]
2.3 Single Point Incremental Forming
As described in the previous sub-section, SPIF is a form of the incremental forming
processes that applies incremental deformations, usually to a low strength sheet. How-
ever, the development and research in this area increased just in the recent years due
to the lack of technology that existed when it was invented. Besides being a innovative
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process with lots of potential, it still needs some research to cover some gaps that it
presents relatively to conventional sheet forming processes. A more detailed ilustration
of this process is represented in Figure 2.6. The clamping frame and the die keep the
sheet in place while the backing plate provides some support and the initial formability
required. The punch (or tool) is the part that moves according the tool path program
and applies deformation on the sheet.
Figure 2.6: Prime components for SPIF [4]
The SPIF process has lots of advantages in production industry [6] :
 It is a versatile process since it is possible to adapt a CNC machine or a robotic
manipulator to perform SPIF operations;
 There is no need for a positive or a negative die;
 The parts are produced directly from a CAD ﬁle: simple modiﬁcations can be done
in a few minutes;
 Due to the nature of incremental processes, the forces experimented during SPIF
are smaller than in other forming processes and therefore an increase in the material
formability is expected;
 The ﬁnal parts come with good surface ﬁnish;
 Part size depends only on the machine workspace;
 Very low production cost and very ﬂexible process : ideal for prototyping.
SPIF has also some disadvantages relatively to other processes:
 High production times: not suitable for serial production;
 Springback is always occuring during SPIF (Some correction algorithms were/are
being developed to prevent this phenomenon);
 Less geometry accuracy;
 The forming of vertical walls must be achieved by multi-stage strategies;
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2.3.1 SPIF Parameters
Some parameters like tool size, forming speed, step-down size, etc should be carefully
chosen to achieve a good ﬁnal part. Although CAM softwares do not have a dedicated
option for SPIF operations, the forming toolpath is easily obtained by the built-in al-
gorithm that generates trajectories for milling parts. The tool's shape and size varies
with the purpose. Some authors refer that small size tools have higher formability and
experiment small forces that larger ones [13]. Contrariwise, M. and J. [14] have shown
that step-down size has insigniﬁcant inﬂuence in formability but for better surface qual-
ity, small step-down sizes should be taken [3] (see Figure 2.7). In strain rate independent
materials it is also generally accepted that high forming speeds (both rotational and feed
rate) increase formability due to heating eﬀects but some tradeoﬀs such as tool wearing
and high surface roughness may arise as a result [13]. Lubriﬁcation is usually used since
it reduces tool wear and improves surface quality.
Figure 2.7: Step-down size inﬂuence in surface roughness [3]
2.3.2 SPIF Machinery
SPIF is still a recent process and therefore, most of its equipments are adapted
from other machines or built-in-house. CNC machinery is a very attractive option since
those kind of machines are prepared to execute G-Code programs and it is very easy to
transform them in SPIF equipments (see Figure 2.8). However, the forces experimented
during SPIF operations are bigger than in traditional milling processes, especially in the
Z direction, which can cause machine failure.
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Figure 2.8: CNC machine performing SPIF [15]
Another common choice for SPIF machinery is in serial robots. The big advantage in
this kind of machinery is the 6 degrees of freedom that allows diﬀerent tool positioning.
Neverthless, they fail in positioning accuracy due to accumulative errors in serial linkage
and like CNC machines some manipulators are not prepared to sustain such big forces
required in SPIF . Parallel manipulators such as Tricepts (see Figure 2.9) and Stewart
platforms have proven to be good options for this kind of tasks since they bring robustness
and precision to the process [16]. Unlike in Serial Kinematics Machine (SKM), the
position errors in Parallel Kinematics Machine (PKM) actuators tend to balance each
other thanks to their parallel installation [5].
Figure 2.9: Tricept equipment performing SPIF operations [16]
2.3.3 SPIF Applications
With the emergence of SPIF and other incremental processes, new production solu-
tions are becoming available to industry. Nowadays it is possible to produce complex
parts thanks to evolution of these techniques. From aerospace and automotive industries
to medical purposes, new parts are being produced by incremental forming technologies.
An example of an medical application of SPIF is the ankle support produced by G. et al.
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[1]. J. et al. [17] also studied and produced a cranial implant with SPIF by using reverse
engineering from his patient skull (see Figure 2.10).
(a) Ankle support [1] (b) Cranial implant [17]
Figure 2.10: Application of SPIF in medical ﬁeld
Figure 2.11 shows a denture base produce in a vertical milling machine adapted to
SPIF [18]. These parts are usually handmade, which makes them extremely expensive
for the patient. Besides, the classic process takes lots of time and has material expenses.
Therefore, if the SPIF equipment can achieve the desired shape with good precision
(which sometimes its diﬃcult for these kind of parts due to the low precision of some
reverse engineering techniques), than its proven advantages will make it become an usual
alternative to conventional techniques.
Figure 2.11: Original (left) and SPIF produced (right) denture bases [18]
SPIF has also been applied in automotive industry, for example to produce an
heat/vibrator shield [19] or a silencer housing for trucks [20](see Figure 2.12).
(a) Heat/vibrator shield [19] (b) Silencer housing [20]
Figure 2.12: Application of SPIF in automotive industry
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Researchers are constantly seeking for new ﬁelds where they can introduce the SPIF
process. Recently, Afonso, Sousa and Torcato [21] conceived an architectural part com-
posed by 9 metallic panels, each one produced by SPIF, which proves the applicability
and ﬂexibility of this technique for diﬀerent industries (see Figure 2.13).
Figure 2.13: Architectural panel produced by SPIF [21]
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Chapter 3
SPIF-A Machine
SPIF-A is the name of the Single Point Incremental Forming machine projected and
built in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at University of Aveiro (see Figure
3.1). Unlike most SPIF machines, that are adapted from CNC machines or serial actuat-
ors, SPIF-A was developed based in a Gough-Stewart platform since the initial researcher,
S.R. et al. [33], concluded this was the best option to achieve optimal results in terms of
position accuracy and load capability.
This chapter gives a detailed explaination about SPIF-A components and software
implementation.
Figure 3.1: SPIF-A machine and workstation
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3.1 Parallel Platform
SPIF-A was developed in a Gough-Stewart platform with a 6-6 conﬁguration (see
Figure 3.2). This parallel kinematics installation was chosen by SPIF-A research team
since it fulﬁlled the initial project requirements [33]:
 Extend incremental forming manufacturing to new materials, such as dualphase or
high-strength steels, or to softer materials like aluminum whilst employing sheets
with larger thickness;
 Improve overall machine stiﬀness and admissible payload while allowing motion in
6 degrees of freedom, to provide more ﬂexibility in choosing tool-paths, allowing for
a decrease on the required forming forces and bending loads acting on the punch.
Besides oﬀering 6 Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF), parallel kinematics equipments are
robust and provide the necessary forming force to manufacture high-strength steels or
softer materials with large thickness. As opposed to SKMs where the linkages errors is
accumulative, in PKMs the cylinders compensate each other and therefore high position
accuracy is obtained. The main limitation for these equimpents is their motion range.
Figure 3.2: Original proposal for SPIF-A Gough-Stewart platform [33]
SPIF-A is composed by two main platforms linked by six hydraulic servo-actuators.
The top platform is ﬁxed to the machine's structure and therefore it does not move,
while the bot platform is movable. Each of the six hydraulic cylinders has a univer-
sal joint attached to each end which have a maximum rotational limit of 45º in either
direction. Each servo-actuator, constituted by a magnetostrictive linear transducer, a
servo-solenoid valve and a hydraulic cylinder with low friction hydrodynamic seals, is
responsible to confer the necessary force to move the bot platform precisely regardless
external disturbances. At the maximum allowed pressure of 210 bar, each hydraulic
actuator is capable of performing a maximum force of 65.4 kN while extending and 32
kN while shortening length [6]. The spindle system, studied by Sonia S. [2] and later
implemented by Miguel M. [3], is ﬁxed in the movable platform and it is composed by a
shaft and a tool holder, conferring the necessary hardware to perform SPIF operations.
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3.2 Hydraulic System
The hydraulic components (see Figure 3.3) are the responsible to provide enough
power and smoothness to the machine. The ideal ﬂow rate and hydraulic pressure had
to be deﬁned to achieve optimal work conditions for the actuators. Since its appearance,
SPIF-A has gone into some hardware changes. The hydraulic system was upgraded
during Ricardo R. [6] work on the machine to provide the best possible conditions to
SPIF operations.
The current variable displacement pump is set to supply near 160 bar, which is close
to the 210 bar allowed by each actuator. Ideally, a higher pressurized installation is
easier to control and confers a stiﬀer system and better performance. The pump has also
a maximum displacement of 40 cc/rev and it is powered by an electric motor of 15 kW
and 1500 rpm. With an estimative of pump and electric motor's overall eﬃciency, R. [6]
was able to calculate the maximum vertical velocity of the platform on the worst case
scenario, which is about 2250 mm/min.
Figure 3.3: SPIF-A's hydraulic installation
The reservoir was increased to 200 litres due to the magnitude of ﬂow rate needed by
the machine. The hydraulic plant is also composed by a secondary independent circuit
for hydraulic ﬂuid cooling, which is enhanced with an heat exchanger.
An high steel hydraulic distributer with an hydropneumatic accumulator and pressure
ﬁlters was conceived to guarantee the same conditions in the six actuators. Therefore,
the pressure drops were approximated in every actuator, which improved the system
stability and precision.
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3.3 Machine Instrumentation
Instrumentation is an indispensable part of every automatic machine. Consequently,
each of SPIF-A's actuators includes a magnetostrictive linear transducer that provides,
with a resolution of 2 micrometers, the absolute length of its cylinder rod.
SPIF-A is equipped with three load cells for force acquisition implemented by M.
[3]. These cells connect the spindle to the bottom platform and each one has a load
capability of 22240 N. Later, J. [5] developed a method to measure force on the tool
edge during SPIF operations. Currently, it was noticed that the values read from Force
Measurement System (FMS) are not very accurate, which means the load cells need to be
calibrated for correct forces measurement. R. [6] also implemented a pressure transducer
in the hydraulic distributer for data acquisition in real-time. This way, it is possible to
understand how the ﬂuid pressure varies during SPIF processes.
3.4 Operative System
All the instrumentation described in the previous section is connected via I/O modules
to a SpeedgoatTM SN1584 real time target machine. This equipment was developed with
compatibility to SimulinkTM and MatlabTM software. This way, the communication
between the host and target computers, that is, the real-time machine, is simpliﬁed
since the software and motion control (described later in this dissertation) was developed
in Matlab/SimulinkTM software. This connection is established via TCP/IP protocols
automatically implemented via MatlabTM toolbox. Figure 3.4 illustrates the data ﬂow
between the host computer, the SpeedgoatTM target controller and the SPIF-A hardware.
Figure 3.4: Data ﬂow in SPIF-A installation [5]
3.5 Software and Motion Control
Like the majority of machinery described in the second chapter, SPIF-A takes use of
the ISO 6983 programming language (G-Code). This language is widely used in industrial
machines such as conventional CNC equipments. Usually, an ordinary CAM ﬁle (which
contains G programming language) has many preparatory functions (G functions - tells
the machine where to move) and auxiliary functions (M functions - govern some machine
functions such as spindle rotation, lubriﬁcation, program stops, etc). Neverthless, SPIF-A
pre-processing code only reads a limited kind of functions. The pre-processing program
is applied on the initial CAM ﬁle and the result points are sent to the machine as a
function regarding the time f(t) = (x, y, z, α, β, γ).
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3.5.1 Trajectory Management
Trajectory management is a set of studies and methods that allows to deﬁne the
velocity of each link to achieve the desired motion in machine workspace. In the simple
case of a linear movement between two points, the machine position has to be deﬁned
during all the time of its movement. Therefore, an interpolation in the every instant of
time must be performed to the end-eﬀector coordinates.
SPIF-A has two diﬀerent types of trajectory management. While operated in the
manual mode, the tool end coordinates are being computed and interpolated in real-time
given an intial and ﬁnal point and a desired end-eﬀector velocity. In automatic mode,
the coordinates are interpolated in a pre-processing stage which results in a set of evenly
spaced points deﬁned on the experience time.
3.5.2 Target Machine SimulinkTM Model
The Speedgoat target machine works by running a preloaded SimulinkTM model
whose variables are read and write by I/O modules via TCP/IP connection. These
variables are read and changed in MatlabTM, which is synchronized to the preloaded
model. SpeedgoatTM provides a custom library with a range of functions and blocks that
are usable in SimulinkTM environment.
The SimulinkTM model (see Figure 3.5) can be divided in 8 main divisions: Input
Variables, Analog Input Reader, Inverse Kinematics Block, Forward Kinematics Block,
Controller, Path Calculator, Actuators Position and Output Variables.
The Input Variables control the manual motion (Coord_ W ), zero part oﬀset (ZP_
W ), tool length (tool) and pump on/oﬀ control (pump). The Path Calculator block is res-
ponsible for the implementation of manual and automatic modes. A signal (OpMode) is
responsible for the commutation between these two operation modes. The manual mode
receives the user's desired coordinates and orientations from the Input Variables and
performs the trajectory management previously explained. While operated in automatic
mode, the coordinates and orientations are previously preloaded to the SimulinkTM to six
lookup tables and a real time clock performs linear interpolations on every ﬁxed step of
the model. The output signals from the Path Calculator block follow then to the Inverse
Kinematics block which is responsible for converting the desired spacial coordinates and
tool-end orientations on the actuators length. The analog signals received by the real-
time machine are read and converted by an encoder block from the SpeedgoatTM library
on the SimulinkTM. These signals include load cells signals, the pressure transducer
and an analog signal from a control console that applies a feed rate overdrive. The
absolute linear transducers included in the actuators produce RS422 diﬀerential output
signals. These signals are read by six absolute encoder blocks (one for each actuator)
implemented on the Simulink TM model. An embedded MatlabTM function converts
the output signals from 0 to 400 milimeters, that is, the real actuators length. Once
these signals are processed, they follow to the Forward Kinematics block, deduced by
Lopes [34] and adapted to SPIF-A machine, where they are converted in the real spacial
coordinates and orientation. The diﬀerence between the desired actuators length (output
of IK block) and the real actuators length follows to the Controller block, which contains
the Fuzzy Logic Controller designed by R. [6]. The Controller output ports sends the
signals to control both the pump and the servo-solenoid valves to supply hydraulic ﬂuid
to the cylinders.
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Figure 3.5: Overall look on the SimulinkTM model
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3.6 Manufacturing Procedure
SPIF-A's manufacturing procedure (see Figure 3.6) is composed by a number of steps
that must be sequentially followed to assure the correct function of the machine:
1. CAD Design: A CAD part of the piece to be produced should be correctly
conceived;
2. CAM File: From a CAD part, a CAM ﬁle must be created according some im-
portant rules;
3. Pre-processing: In this stage, CAM ﬁle's instructions are converted and stored
to a math ﬁle to be interpreted by the controller model;
4. Model Load: The Simulink model is loaded into the real-time machine;
5. SPIF: The SPIF process begins.
Figure 3.6: SPIF-A Manufacuring Procedure [6]
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Chapter 4
Graphical User Interfaces
The conclusion: interface inconsistency can cost a big company millions of dollars
in lost productivity and increased support costs. Jesse Berst (1993)
Whether it is a computer, laptop, smartphone, or tablet, every piece of modern
hardware has a user interface, something that helps the user to interact with it easily.
Many users do not even distinct between a system and the accompanied interface since
the sophisticated logic that allows the application to do its purpose cannot be seen. So
the part that the user can see is perceived as the application itself. The widespread
recognition of the usefulness of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) has established their
importance as a critical component of today's software [22]. It has two fundamental
tasks: communicating information from the product to the user, and communicating
information from the user to the product [23]. Since the User Interface (UI) is so crucial
to every software, it is obvious that an user interface should be designed with great care,
otherwise it will be rejected by its user [24].
4.1 History
There was no one inventor of the GUI . It evolved with the help of a series of inno-
vators, each improving on a predecessor's work. The idea of a GUI came from Vannevar
Bush, director of the U.S. Oﬃce of Scientiﬁc Research and Development, in 1945. He
suggested that stored information could be linked and could be accessed by a device com-
posed by buttons and levers. Later, following Bush ideas, Douglas Engelbart, a naval
technician, conceived a set of innovations including the use of multiple tiles (windows)
on the screen. He and his team also invented a pointing device he called mouse that
could control a cursor on a computer screen. Following this inventions, several of Engel-
bart team moved to Xerox Corporation's Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) where they
produced the Xerox Alto and its descendent, Xerox Star [25]. Alto was the ﬁrst com-
puter designed and produced to be fully operated from a GUI : it had what they called
Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointing Devices (WIMP) [23]. By position the cursor over
one icon and clicking in a button, a set of commands were called and the respective task
was performed. Charles P. Thacker, the Alto's designer, is believed to be the pioneer of
personal computers due to its innovation in Xerox model.
The GUI's development was later continued by Apple engineers, who were impressed
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when they saw PARC prototypes. Steve Jobs' company launched two computers, Lisa
and Macintosh , with innovative GUI's: overlapping windows, scroll bars, menu bars and
animations while opening or closing windows are some of the remarkable improvements
that these two models brought to industy.
Althought these models consisted in a big progress in the emergence of personal com-
puters, the general market saw them as children computers and most of professionals
preferred to continue to use the command line interface of Microsoft's DOS. It was only
in 1990, with the release of Windows 3.0 OS by Microsoft (see Figure 4.1) that the GUI
became the standard interface for personal computers.
Figure 4.1: Windows 3.0 Interface [26]
Table 4.1 represents the progress in computer interface technology in the past century
[24].
Table 4.1: Summary of the generations of computers and user interfaces [24]
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4.2 GUI Representation
4.2.1 Deﬁnition and constituents
M. [22] suggests a concise deﬁniton for a Graphical User Interface : A Graphical User
Interface (GUI) is a hierarchical, graphical front-end to a software system that accepts as
input user-generated and system-generated events, from a ﬁxed set of events and produces
deterministic graphical output. A GUI contains graphical objects; each object has a ﬁxed
set of properties. At any time during the execution of the GUI, these properties have
discrete values, the set of which constitutes the state of the GUI. The graphical objects
can be perceived as buttons, text-boxes, labels, scroll-bars, etc whereas their properties
can be colour, string, value, etc (see Figure 4.2).
(a) Some graphical objects (b) Properties for a push-button
object
Figure 4.2: Objects and properties in Matlab GUIDE
The event is deﬁned as something that changes the state of a GUI, for example, a
property of an object. Everytime the user interacts with the interface (press a button,
write text, scroll a slider), he/she is calling an event, changing the GUI's state. Since most
of today's GUIs contain a large number of objects and events, these are hierarchically
organized in windows. Windows can be deﬁned as modal or modeless. The modal window
role is to monopolize the GUI interaction, restricting the focus of the user to a speciﬁc
range of events within the window, until the window is explicitly terminated [22]. A
window that expands the set of events available but does not restrict the user focus is
called modeless window.
4.2.2 Event Characterization
A event can be classiﬁed according to the action it performs:
Restricted-focus events
A restricted-focus event opens a modal window. Note that the deﬁnition of modal
window states that the user can not execute any other event unless it is contained in the
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modal window. A good example of a restricted-event state is the closing of a program
with unsaved work : usually, a modal window appears to receive a conﬁrmation from the
user (see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: An example of a Modal window in Matlab GUIDE
Unrestricted-focus events
If a modeless window is opened, the event is called unrestricted-focus event. Although
a new window is open, the user can still execute events outside the new window.
Termination events
Termination events are called when the user closes a modal or modeless window.
Menu-open events
The menu-open events are requested when the user expands the avaible list of events.
Despite not restricting the focus of the user to the list of events presented in the menu,
these events do not open a new window. In Figure 4.4, the user expands the list of
available events that allow him to select a text colour.
Figure 4.4: An example of a menu-open event in MS Word 2016
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System-interaction events
Lastly, there are some events that interact with the underlying software but do
not open/close windows and do not extend the events list. These are called System-
interaction events. Note that all the events previously listed have some kind of interaction
with the underlying software.
4.2.3 Event-Flow Diagrams
When interacting with the graphical interface, the user usually wants to reach one or
more goals. Sometimes that can become a hard mission due to the GUI complexity or
the user's inexperience. An event-ﬂow diagram (or event-driven diagram) is a tool that
is very useful to a GUI understanding. It represents the possible interactions between
the GUI events. If a event 1 is linked to another diﬀerent event 2 it means that event 2
can be immediately executed after the execution of event 1.
The event-ﬂow diagram can be applied in any place that follows some event sequence.
For a better understanding of these tools, the simple diagram presented in Figure 4.5
will be analyzed:
Figure 4.5: An example of a Flow Diagram [27]
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Obviously, this diagram does not represent a sequence of events in a program or an
interface but a daily life situation. In a GUI, the number of components and events is
extremely extensive and therefore this tools oﬀers the user good guidelines.
4.3 GUI Design
Poor HMI (Human-Machine Interface) designs have been identiﬁed as factors con-
tributing to abnormal situations, billions of dollars of lost production, accidents, and
fatalities [28]. Many times, programmes do not give much importance to this subject
and that can become a big problem for the user, particularly in critical machines ope-
ration. In Jan 20, 1992, an Airbus A320 crashed in a mountain while descending to
Strasbourg airport, taking the lives of 87 passengers and crew. Among other possible
causes for the tragedy was the operator interface, adequate for normal situations but
providing insuﬃcient warning to the crew in abnormal conditions [29].
In the past, computers were designed with little regard to the user, there was an
user-to-machine adaptation. Today, the process has been inverted and the machine's
design must be calculated and adapted to the expected user. That is why some people
claim that the GUI development can cost 45-60 % of all the software time [22].
4.3.1 The 8 Golden Rules of Interface Design
Shneiderman's eight golden rules of interface design provide a convenient and succinct
summary of the key principles of interface design [30]. These are intended to be used
during design but can also be applied to the evaluation of systems:
1. Strive for consistency in action sequences, layout, terminology, command use
and so on;
2. Enable frequent users to use shortcuts, such as abbreviations, special key
sequences and macros, to perform regular, familiar actions more quickly;
3. Oﬀer informative feedback for every user action, at a level appropriate to the
magnitude of the action;
4. Design dialogs to yield closure so that the user knows when they have com-
pleted a task;
5. Oﬀer error prevention and simple error handling so that, ideally, users
are prevented from making mistakes and, if they do, they are oﬀered clear and
informative instructions to enable them to recover;
6. Permit easy reversal of actions in order to relieve anxiety and encourage ex-
ploration, since the user knows that he can always return to the previous state;
7. Support internal locus of control so that the user is in control of the system,
which responds to his actions;
8. Reduce short-term memory load by keeping displays simple, consolidating mul-
tiple page displays and providing time for learning action sequences responds to
his actions.
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4.3.2 User-Centered Design
Since most of the times the interface user will not be the interface designer the last
must know who he/she is projeting for. The more information about the users and
their requirements the designer have the more fulﬁlled they will be. In the book The
Design of Everyday Things, Donald Norman presents some interesting concepts about
user-centered design [30]:
 Use both knowledge in the world and knowledge in the head : People work
better when the knowledge they need to do a task is available externally - either
explicitly or through the constraints imposed by the environment [31];
 Simplify the structure of tasks: Some tasks can become extense and hard to
be executed. The design should allow the user to remember his/her way along the
program while reducing the memory load;
 Make things visible: The capabilities of the system should be explicit for the
user, as well as the way to achieve them;
 Get the mappings right : The type and size of the interactions with the interface
should match the type and size of their eﬀect. A big button should invoke a
big/important event while a small one should perform a less important action;
 Exploit the power of constraints: Constraints make the interface secure while
allowing the user to navigate and experiment it;
 Design for error : To err is human so it is important to prevent them and or if
possible allow the user recovering;
 When all else fails, standardize: Two interfaces that perform similar tasks
should have similar operations. The main commands should be easy to access and
its position along the interface should respect the structure of similar ones. To
drive a new car is not that hard since most of the cars have the main controls in
the same position.
The presented suggestions are important and should be taken into account while
designing a graphical interface.
4.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of a GUI
While creating a software, a graphical user interface can be a huge upgrade provided
that it is well designed and the user requirements are fulﬁlled. In The Essential Guide to
User Interface Design, O. [32] presents the main advantages of a GUI implementation:
 Symbols recognized faster than text. It has been proved that the graphical
attributes of icons, such as shape and color, are very useful for quickly classifying
objects or elements;
 Faster learning. Research found that a graphical representation aids learning,
and symbols can also be easily learned;
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 Easier remembering. Because of greater simplicity, it is easier for casual users
to retain operational concepts;
 More natural. Since graphical representations can be approached to daily life
objects they are thought to be more natural and closer to innate human capabilities;
 Provides context. Displayed objects are visible, providing a picture of the current
context;
 Fewer errors. More concrete thinking aﬀords fewer opportunities for errors. Re-
versibility of actions reduces error rates because it is always possible to undo the
last step. Error messages are less frequently needed;
 Low typing requirements. Pointing and selection controls, such as the mouse
or trackball, eliminate the need for typing skills.
 Replaces national languages. Language-based systems are seldom universally
applicable. Language translations frequently cause problems in a text-based sys-
tem. Icons possess much more universality than text and are much more easily
comprehended worldwide.
While graphical interfaces are becoming increasingly sophisticated, there are some
critics who state that a GUI implementation is not always the best option. Sometimes
can be even harder to transform a system object to a graphical element. According to
O. [32], these are the main disadvantages of Graphical User Interfaces:
 Greater design complexity. When many system elements exists it can be diﬃ-
cult to ﬁnd or create graphical objects to replace them;
 Lack of experimentally-derived design guidelines. Early on, the developer
was more interested in solving technical rather than usability issues, so few studies
to aid in making design decisions were performed;
 Ineﬃcient for expert users. Using pointing devices may not be suitable for
expert users that are used to keyboard commands. Sometimes, command-line
language can become faster than graphical interfaces if the user developes its skills
in keyboard typing and shortcut commands;
 Hardware limitations. Good design also requires hardware of adequate power,
processing speed, screen resolution, and graphic capability. Insuﬃciencies in these
areas can prevent a graphic system's full potential from being realized.
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Chapter 5
SPIF-A GUI
As explained in the introduction of this dissertation, SPIF-A is constantly being
upgraded to improve its operation, monitoring and process quality. The user-to-machine
interaction was not much explored and therefore the main goal of this work was to
project a graphical user interface that could make the machine accessible to more people
and simplify its operation. The ﬁrst steps of manufacturing procedure, that is, CAD
and CAM ﬁles' creation, can be executed in any of the many CAD/CAM softwares
available. Even thought a CAD/CAM interface dedicated to SPIF-A could be created,
that was not a priority and therefore those stages remained unchanged. However, the
pre-processing, the model load and the operation stages were all command-line based.
For a new user, it would be very diﬃcult to go through these steps, even understanding
the manufacturing procedure. Hence, develop a GUI to hide the complex code while
making the operator familiar with SPIF-A through graphical elements was a necessity
and a extremely important upgrade.
5.1 Methodology
Before starting this project, some deep analyzes that were important to the GUI
development were performed. Initially, the main GUI requirements and users were dis-
cussed with the people responsible for the machine. Next, the GUI software had to be
chosen and learned if necesssary. After this stage, the design process could begin, sup-
ported by some documentation presented in Chapter 3. Due to the dangers associated
with a GUI testing in heavy machinery as SPIF-A is, a secondary backup instalation was
created. The real time machine was substituted by a simple computer running a xPC
bootable disc and a personal computer was used instead of SPIF-A's usual host com-
puter. The same TCP/IP protocol was transcribed to the test installation and controller
inputs and outputs were substituted by constants. Once the GUI was approved by the
responsible professor, it could be transfered to SPIF-A installation. Finally every error
should be corrected to prevent accidents while operating the machine and all possible
scenarios had to be studied to provide a good interface behaviour. To allow a quick
understanding on the interface operation, a user's manual detailing the recommended
procedure to correctly operate SPIF-A was developed (see Appendix A).
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Summing up, the adopted methodology for the interface design and programming
was divided in four stages:
1. Analysis of Interface Users and Requirements;
2. Selection and learning of Interface's software;
3. Interface's design and programming on secondary installation;
4. Implementation and testing of the Interface on SPIF-A installation.
5.2 Users and Requirements
5.2.1 Users
The characterization of SPIF-A's users is an important starting point for the interface
design. People from diﬀerent backgrounds have diﬀerent ways to approach the same
situation since their knowledge is developed in diﬀerent areas. Therefore, the market for
a new product should be well deﬁned so it can accomodate distinct users.
Since its beginning, SPIF-A development has passed by several people's hands, from
engineering students to professors/researchers. SPIF-A is a in-house-built equipment
and is mainly intended to research which means that its main users will be people with
a background in engineering. Some terms such as part zero and machine-zero are
well recognized in the engineering area and there is no need for a deep explanation
about what they mean. This fact simpliﬁed the interface design process since most of
functions (which might not be perceived by common people) would be understood by
their operators.
5.2.2 Requirements
Once a characterization of SPIF-A's main users was performed, the main requirements
of the interface could be deﬁned. Generally, the main interface goals were the operation
and monitoring of SPIF-A, but a more detailed interpretation of these objectives had to
be determined.
Operation
As previously referred in this Chapter, some stages in SPIF-A's manufacturing pro-
cedure were not automated. This forced the user to open and operate in MatlabTM
command line and SimulinkTM workspace not only during the pre-processing stage but
also during SPIF-A operation. Thereby, the interface should integrate simple objects
(buttons, sliders, etc) to perform that actions in background in order to save precious
operation time.
In the pre-processing stage, these were deﬁned as the most important tasks that
should be implemented in the GUI :
 Import CAM ﬁle;
 Select number of axis;
 Toolpath pre-processing;
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 Export model to real-time machine.
Once the model is exported to the SpeedgoatTM target machine, the user is able
to manipulate the SPIF-A. Usually, automatic machines like SPIF-A require an option
for manual mode where the user can deﬁne important parameters such as part-zero. In
SPIF-A's manual mode, the most important tasks are the following:
 Start and stop SPIF-A;
 Manipulate SPIF-A in X,Y and Z directions;
 Deﬁne part-zero.
In a normal procedure, after setting the part-zero parameter the user starts the auto-
matic mode, which begins the manufacturing process of the part previously imported
in the pre-processing stage. During this operation mode, these are the main requirements
for the interface:
 Start and stop SPIF-A;
 Start and stop Automatic Mode;
 Deﬁne feed rate.
The majority of CNC machines recognizes and implements F functions, that are
destined for feed rate inputs. However, SPIF-A still lacks this feature, so the user needs
to manually deﬁne de feed rate during automatic mode. In manual motions, this value
is deﬁned as 1000 mm/min .
Monitoring
Monitoring is a very important feature in every automatic machine since the operator
does not have the feel he/she used to have in handmade processes. Also, in precision
equipments the user cannot perceive how exact is the process, which gives lots of im-
portance to the implementation of instrumentation. Therefore, these are the mandatory
parameters to be monitored in SPIF-A:
 Desired position in X,Y and Z axis;
 Real position in X,Y and Z axis;
 Forces in the tool-end in X,Y and Z directions;
 Feed rate;
 Current part-zero.
The tasks described above in both operation and monitoring sections are the manda-
tory ones and are indispensable for a basic machine operation and monitoring. However,
this does not mean that other facultative tasks could be added to the interface to improve
the user experience and machine's feedback.
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5.3 Software
There are many softwares for interface design and programming but in this case the
choice was immediate and consensual. MatlabTM provides an interface for GUI design
and programming (Matlab GUIDE, see ﬁgure 5.1), which was a logical advantage for this
project since all the machine's control was developed in Matlab/SimulinkTM software. As
the language is the same, the required learning time was lower and the volume of errors
reduced. The implementation of the code previously developed is faster and simpler.
Also, Matlab GUIDE provides enough features and options for this application.
Figure 5.1: Matlab GUIDE environment
5.4 Design and Programming
The GUI design stands for positioning graphical elements in one or more windows
and assign them a function, that is, program them to execute a speciﬁc task when they
are called. The function is deﬁned in the object callback and can be as simple as changing
the string of a text box or as complex as executing SimulinkTM models in background.
Some objects such as text boxes or radio buttons may not have functions associated since
usually they are just used to receive and store input or output data and do not perform
any speciﬁc task. The most common objects presented in this graphical interface are the
following:
 Buttons: Buttons are maybe the most common objects of graphical interfaces.
Usually, they are used to call background functions or tasks;
 Static Text-Boxes: These objects (also known as labels) are often used to identify
other objects or to display information (data, messages, etc). They do not have
any task associated and do not allow data input from the user;
 Editable Text-Boxes: Like the static text-boxes, these objects do not have any
associated task or function. However, they are frequently used for data input.
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 Radio-Buttons: Although these objects are also employed for data input, they
are only used when the number of options (for data input) is limited;
 Axes: Axes elements can be implemented to display graphical information such as
graphs, progress bars, etc;
As discussed before, the new GUI had to carry the operation (that includes pre-
processing and both manual and automatic modes) and monitoring of SPIF-A. Obviously,
the number of objects required to accomplish all the requirements would not ﬁt in one
single window. The GUI design was an intensive process and had innumerable versions.
The users' opinion was a valuable help due to evident reasons. In an initial approach,
the interface was divided in three diﬀerent GUI's: one for the pre-processing tasks, one
for manual and automatic operations and a third one for monitoring real-time data.
However, this option revealed to be inappropriate for its objectives since the user could
not access the operation and monitoring windows at the same time. Therefore, a new
design that integrated both sides on the same windows was conceived.
The current SPIF-A Interface is divided in three windows: the pre-processing window,
the manual mode window and the automatic mode window. The user can jump to a
diﬀerent window by selecting its respective push-button in the top of the GUI. The
monitoring, that previously was implemented in a separeted window, is now displayed
in automatic and manual windows. This allows the user to manipulate the machine and
observe real-time data at the same time. Also, data store is available in both manual or
automatic modes.
5.4.1 Pre-processing Window
When the user opens the interface application, he/she observes the pre-processing
window (see Figure 5.2).
As previously explained, the top of interface is composed by three large buttons that
allow the user to jump between the diﬀerent windows (see Figure 5.2). Initially, the
majority of the interface functions are disabled but become available once the user starts
going through the pre-processing procedure. To help out the user to follow the correct
sequence of events, a ﬂow diagram was conceived (see Figure 5.3).
Firstly, the CAM ﬁle must be imported and preprocessed in a function developed by
Bastos [6], whose objective is to analyze the imported CAM ﬁle and to store the values
of three coordinates and three orientations. The user can visualize the result by clicking
in the NC POINTS PREVIEW button (see Figure 5.2). On the left side of this graph
will be presented the limits of the imported program in X, Y and Z directions. It was
implemented a section for transform functions. In this panel, the user is able to apply
quick modiﬁcations to the imported CAM ﬁle before pre-processing and exporting it to
the real-time machine. There are four transform functions available:
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 Scale: This function resizes the imported coordinates by the scale values inserted
in each respective coordinateX, Y and Z. This can be especially usefull to replicate
big parts in smaller ones in order to evaluate the part geometry. An other advantage
of this function is that it provides a quick coordinates modiﬁcation in Z negative
direction if overforming is required, keeping the positive Z values inalterated;
 Rotate: The rotate function applies a rotation to the ﬁle coordinates and orien-
tation around Z axis. Specially in pre-formed metal sheets, the sheet orientation
in XY plane is very important and a rotation function is a convenience to prevent
disalignment mistakes;
 Translate: The translate function can be applied in every direction (X, Y and
Z). In parts that require many equal geometries in diﬀerent spots of the sheet, a
translate function is a quick way to replicate these geometries in a known direction;
 Mirror: Sometimes, a mirror function can be required, for example if the sheet is
assymetric and it was positioned in a wrong way.
Figure 5.2: SPIF-A Interface's pre-processing/opening window
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Figure 5.3: Pre-processing window - Flow Diagram
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When applying a transform function, the NC POINTS PREVIEW plot is immedi-
ately updated, giving the user visual information. The maximum and minimum coordi-
nate values on the program are updated as well. If the user prefers to undo, a reset
button is also available.
Next, the user must choose between 3 or 5 axis manufacturing and the tool path can
be created by interpolating the modiﬁed/original coordinates and orientations in ﬁxed
time intervals. This function is implemented in the CREATE TOOL PATH button. To
support this, the user can vizualize the tool path created by this funtion in a plot to
ensure that the created tool path is correct. Finally, the model is ready to be expor-
ted to the real-time machine in the EXPORT PROGRAM button, which establishes
the TCP/IP connection between the host and target machine and builds the Simulink
controller (loading also the tool path coordinates).
Figure 5.4: Original/Modiﬁed points (left display) and Generated Tool Path (right dis-
play)
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5.4.2 Manual Mode Window
The manual mode window (see Figure 5.5) is divided into three main separators:
 Manual motion: All the functions that causes a movement in the machine are
situated on the left side of the window;
 Part-zero: This panel is located on the bottom center of the window;
 Monitoring: The graphical displays are presented in the center of the window to
capt the user atention. Additional data values are located on the right and under
these graphs.
Figure 5.5: Manual Mode Window
Besides, there is also a large button (START/STOP SPIF-A) that is responsible for
starting or stopping the machine. Once the machine is started, the real-time machine
starts the execution of the Simulink model at a frequency of 1000 Hz. By default,
this switches on the hydraulic pump, providing the necessary ﬂuid ﬂow and allowing
the user to access the manual motion, automatic mode and part-zero buttons. When
started, the machine allways returns to the absolute zero, regardless its previous position.
Furthermore, the starting of SPIF-A initializes the monitoring objects, which are updated
at a frequency of 2 Hz. Otherwise, if the machine is stopped, the pump is turned oﬀ and
the user loses access to machine movement as well as monitoring data. Before stopping
the machine, the pump valve should be open to depressurize the actuators. Figure 5.6
ilustrates the event-ﬂow diagram to deﬁne the part-zero in this window.
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Figure 5.6: Manual Mode Window - Flow Diagram
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Manual Motion
In manual mode window, the user has the capability to manipulate the machine
regardless the imported CAM ﬁle. This is indispensible for basic tasks such as part-zero
deﬁnition. Depending on the purpose, the user has three options to manipulate SPIF-A.
For incremental movements, as it's usually seen in CNC machines, a manual JOG was
implemented. This allows for Coordinates (X,Y and Z) and Orientation (α, β and γ)
incremental movement in positive or negative directions. For coordinates incremental
movement, increments of 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 mm are available while 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 5
degrees can be deﬁned for rotation increment.
If the user wishes to move the tool-end to a speciﬁc known position, he/she can also
set it using the text-boxes and a button under the JOG panel. This position must be
deﬁned in relation to the last deﬁned part-zero, which by default is coincident with the
absolute zero (machine zero).
Finally, two quick access commands were implemented to allow a quick machine
movement to the machine zero and to the current part-zero.
Part-Zero
The part-zero is an indispensible parameter and must be deﬁned before the process
beginning in many automatic machines. In SPIF-A this variable has the same impor-
tance and therefore a small panel was implemented in the manual mode window for its
deﬁnition. The user can follow two ways: Position the machine on the desired part-
zero coordinates and register the current position or simply deﬁne the part-zero known
coordinates and orientations. In the bottom of the same panel it is displayed the current
part-zero coordinates and orientations.
Monitoring
The monitoring objects occupy the majority of space in the window due to the high
number of variables to analyze and its importance for the user. In manual mode are
presented the tool-end forces in X,Y and Z directions, desired coordinates and orienta-
tions, real coordinates and orientations and position errors. In the middle of the window,
there are two displays (see Figure 5.5). The left one plots the tool-edge position in the
machine workspace (green), the absolute zero (blue) and the current part-zero (red). The
right display plots the tool-end forces in three directions (X,Y and Z).
In addition, there is a data log option in the bottom right corner of the manual mode
window (see Figure, 5.5). Provided that the machine is started, the user can initialize or
stop the data storing process. Although SPIF-A is intended to perform SPIF operations,
other operations such as compression tests can be executed due to the extremely strong
hydraulic actuators present in this machine. Therefore, the option for data storing reveals
to be an important addition to the interface features' list.
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5.4.3 Automatic Mode Window
The third window implemented in the GUI is the automatic mode window, which is
similar to the manual mode one (see Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Automatic Mode Window
However, in this window the user can only order the machine to move along the pre-
processed points contained in the imported program. Figure 5.9 describes the adequate
ﬂow of events in this window.
To start the program, the user must position the machine in the ﬁrst point. This
is automatically implemented in the PRE-AUTO button. Then, the START button
becomes available and the user can start the imported program. Machine's feed rate can
be deﬁned in a slider or in a text box on the left bot corner of the window, with its interval
ranging from 0 and 25000 mm/min. Similarly to CNC machines, a physical potentiometer
outside the GUI works as a speed overdriver (see Figure 5.8), which provides an extension
of machine's feed rate range from 0 to 150 %.
Figure 5.8: SPIF-A's speed potentiometer
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Figure 5.9: Automatic Mode Window - Flow Diagram
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As well as in the manual mode, many monitoring objects are presented to provide
all the important information, with the addiction of cylinders lenght measurement. Al-
though it may seem useless, cylinders length monitoring can help the user identify which
actuator needs to be ﬁxed if a big deviation between tool-end desired and real positions
is noticed. This windows also features a progress bar so the user knows the program's
progress.
For further analysis, it is possible to store the real-time data during automatic mode.
When ﬁnishing the program (by clicking on the FINISH button or simply by reaching
the end) the user is given the option to store the program data (Loads, Positioning, etc)
in a excel ﬁle.
5.4.4 Error prevention and control corrections
Once all the windows and their respective objects were implemented, a deep review
in the interface behaviour was performed to analyze all the possible cases and prevent
errors and accidents. Minor accidents have occured since SPIF-A was conceived. Most of
them ended up with the machine hitting its structure but none of them implied machine
damage. This shows why is so important the anaysis of interface behaviour in the most
possible scenarios. With more objects, the interface design and programming becomes
more complex and more cases have to be studied. Some examples of error prevention are
described below.
Restrict input data
Inserted data by the user should be restricted to its acceptable formats and limits to
avoid interface errors and/or innapropriate values (see Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10: Restrict input data example
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Restrict Objects' Access
Access to objects (mainly buttons) was restricted in some special cases. For example,
when running automatic mode, access to pre-processing and manual mode windows is
disabled (see Figure 5.7). This prevents the user for calling some functions such as
part-zero deﬁnition, which could cause disastrous situations.
The button responsible for exporting the model to the target machine is only available
when SPIF-A is stopped. These restrictions increase user's confort and safety while
operating the machine, which is extremely important specially for inexperienced users.
Stop the user from losing machine's control
As it can be seen in Figure 5.11, closing the interface is only accessible when the
machine is stopped, otherwise the user would lose SPIF-A's control.
Figure 5.11: Avoiding the user to lose machine's control while it is running
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Conﬁrmation of user's intent
In important situations, such as stopping SPIF-A or closing the interface (see Figure
5.12), question dialog boxes were created in order to conﬁrm the user's intent.
Figure 5.12: Conﬁrmation of User's Intent
Control Corrections
Although it was not listed in the objectives for this project, some corrections had to be
done in the Simulink controller, being the most important ones in the part-zero deﬁnition.
Formerly, the user had to call the machine to a high position (usually the machine-zero)
before setting the part-zero coordinates. Now, after rectifying the controller model,
this particularity no longer exists and the user can comfortably deﬁne the part-zero
coordinates regardless the tool-end position.
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GUI Validation
Testing of GUIs is quite challenging. In particular, the testing of GUIs is more
complex than testing conventional software, for not only does the underlying software
have to be tested but the GUI itself must be exercised and tested to check for bugs in the
GUI implementation. Even when tools are used to generate GUIs automatically, they are
not bug free, and these bugs may manifest themselves in the generated GUI, leading to
software failures. Atif Memon (1998)
The ﬁnal work on this project was based on the test and validation of the interface.
The improvement of machine's handling and monitoring had to be quantiﬁed, which led
to a series of experiments that were performed to validate the ﬁnal result of this work.
Therefore, this chapter presents the procedures taken and a brief analysis to the obtained
results.
6.1 Procedure
For a concise and true comparison between the methodology adopted by the old
method and the new interface, an impartial procedure should be conceived. It would not
be fair to execute the experiments with the same person, or only with someone familiar to
the machine. With that in mind, it was decided to perform eight experiments, divided by
four diﬀerent people. Each person had to execute the same tasks using the old method
and the interface. These tasks were previously deﬁned, and only the mandatory ones
were considered. During the procedure, it was registered the times for executing each
task in both methodologies.
In the end, the considered stages were the following:
 Import CAM File;
 Create Tool Path (Interpolation);
 Export Program;
 Start SPIF-A;
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 Deﬁne Part-Zero;
 Pre-Auto;
 Start Automatic Mode;
 Position in Machine Zero;
 Stop SPIF-A.
The volunteers were given the respective instructions in order to operate the machine
with the diﬀerent methodologies. Since the manufacturing time would not be aﬀected
by the new interface implementation, in some cases it was decided not to produce any
part in order to save time and material. In fact, this value depends only on the part size,
geometry and the deﬁned feed rate. Therefore, the operation times were registred with
a random program and the resutls analysis focused on the operation.
6.2 Results
The ﬁrst two tests were performed with two inexperienced users that had never ope-
rated SPIF-A before. It was given a brief explaination of the procedure in both metho-
dologies. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 presents the ﬁnal results of these experiences.
Figure 6.1: Test 1 - Inexperienced User 1
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Figure 6.2: Test 2 - Inexperienced User 2
To understand the inﬂuence of the interface integration in experienced users, another
two tests were performed. These results are presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Figure 6.3: Test 3 - Experienced User 3
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Figure 6.4: Test 4 - Experienced User 4
After analysing the above tables, some conclusions can be taken:
 It becomes clear that the same sequence of tasks is faster executed with the help
of a graphical interface instead of using the MatlabTM command-line methodology.
In average, 61% of the operation time, that is, all the process excluding the manu-
facturing time, is saved with the new implementation, which can be traduced into
4 to 6 minutes depending on the ability of the operator;
 As expected, the experienced users completed the experiment in less time than the
inexperienced ones. The ﬁrsts took 23% less time to complete de procedure with
the old methodologie. However, with the new interface this diﬀerence was reduced
to 5%. This proves that the graphical interface implementation uncomplicates
machine's operation, making it simpler and reducing the diﬀerences between both
types of users;
 The operation time savings with the experienced users was lower (around 55%)
than in the inexperienced users cases due to the ﬁrsts ability to operate with the
old command-line interface;
 Much of the pre-processing tasks time (before starting SPIF-A) is reduced. In the
old method, it was required to run 2 diﬀerent MatlabTM scripts and executing
a SimulinkTM model in these stages. Contrarwise, in the new interface method,
the user just needs to press 3 buttons and wait for each respective function to be
executed in background to get the same result, that is, the ﬁnal tool path;
 In part-zero deﬁnition, the implementation of the JOG and Part-Zero panels proved
to be successful as the time reduction in this procedure reached 60%. Still, this
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value depends on the required precision for the part-zero positioning, which may
vary between diﬀerent parts;
 There were some tasks whose executing times were not drastically reduced. While
some of them were also simple in the old method, others require actions outside
the host computer (for example, opening or closing the pump valve), which reduces
the diﬀerences between the two analyzed methods;
 Looking now to the tasks' duration, deﬁning the part-zero was as expected the
longest one. Since from the workstation its hard to perceive the positioning in the
Y axis, the user is constantly required to observe the machine position from other
angle and return to the host computer to apply the necessary movement.
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Conclusions
This project proved to be a clear necessity for SPIF-A. The main goal was to create
a user-friendly interface to allow a simple machine's operation and monitoring. Thanks
to the support provided by diﬀerent SPIF-A users and researchers, as well as a deep
research performed in SPIF and GUI ﬁelds, these objectives were satisfactorily obtained.
The interface design and programming was a continuous process and listened to its
main users' requirements. New functions could be implemented if required, but so far all
the basic and essential tasks are included.
SPIF-A is now one step further on its development and starts now looking like a
powerful indusrial equipment, rather than a in-house built machine as it is. The interface
integration drastically reduced operation times as well as monitoring complexities as it
was proved by some experiments and tests described in the previous chapter.
The project faced several obstacles and lots of situations had to be analyzed so the
interface was safe to be used. Obviously, the work on SPIF-A is not ﬁnished and therefore
its improvement should not stop here.
7.1 Future Work
SPIF-A, with its unique construction, has lots of potencial in diﬀerent areas. Al-
though, some work can still be done not only to achieve better results but also to widen
its applicability in industry.
The current interface that supports SPIF-A operation runs several functions in back-
ground, each one with its respective purpose. Most of this functions were left unchanged,
but some of them can still be improved. For example, the function responsible for im-
porting and analysing the CAM ﬁle does not read G02 or G03 functions, which might
be considered as a future work to complete. Also, the same function does not read F
functions (for feed rate input). Therefore, the user has to specify the desired speed in
the beginning of automatic mode and every time a diﬀerent speed is required.
An other interesting option can be studied for feed rate deﬁnition. While reading the
imported CAM ﬁle, the feed rate could be automatically deﬁned in proportion to the
collinearity between a series of points. For example, the feed rate would be maximum in
long straight lines and minimum in sharp corners. This way, the user would just deﬁne a
speed factor, which would be applied to the feed rate in every single point of the program.
In terms of the interface programming, the automatic part-zero deﬁnition in Z axis
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can be studied and implemented depending on the sheet material and thickness, provided
that the load cells are correctly calibrated. Once the force measurement is correct, some
safety measures can also be implemented to stop the machine in high loads, avoiding the
collapse of some components. As referred in the previous chapter, part-zero positioning
in Y axis takes some precious time and can be improved, for example if a small camera
is introduced to provide a live stream from the YZ plane. However, this would require a
precise positioning of both the sheet and the camera.
So far, the positioning control is good, but still has room for improvement since the
machine still shakes under some circunstances, for example when it is near the machine-
zero or under high loads.
Some tasks such as lubriﬁcation and the pump valve openning/closing (see Figure 7.1)
are still hand maded, which increases processes time. Making these processes autonomous
would also improve the machine funcionability while releasing the user from a task that
can be dangerous in case of machine's malfunction.
(a) SPIF Lubriﬁcation (b) Pump valve actuation
Figure 7.1: Handmade tasks in SPIF-A
Due to its hydraulic nature, SPIF-A behaviour during emergency stops is unpredic-
table. Since the hydraulic system is pressurized to 160 bar, the actuators still move when
the machine is immediatily stopped or when an emergency button is pushed. To prevent
this, an hydraulic emergence stop valve (see Figure 7.2) should be considered.
Finally, some safety improvements can be applied on the access to the machine while
it is working, adding for example non-contact switches in the access doors.
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Figure 7.2: Example of an hydraulic emergence stop valve
7.2 Earned Skills
This work proved to be extremely interesting and beneﬁcial project. The integration
on a real manufacturing machine project as SPIF-A is adds lots of knowledge in several
engineering areas due to its complexity and comprehensiveness.
It was realised that developing an user-interface is harder than initially thought,
requiring a deep study about its users and requirements. Also, programming the interface
to provide enough error prevention proved to be the most time spending stage.
Some skills in Matlab and Simulink software were earned, due to its extensive use
during this work. Programming language was surely improved, as well as interface design
techniques.
Important concepts about the machine hydraulic and electric system were perceived
during the study of machine functioning. Some ideias about trajectory management and
positioning control were also deeply studied and well understood.
Finally, writing this dissertation improved English writing skills, specially by using
technical language. Skills in LATEX were also developed, while it was learned how to
write and format properly a technical document.
Summing up, this project was embraced with an extreme pleasure. It was a very
exciting experience that provided some missing skills required to join the job market.
7.3 Produced SPIF parts
During this project, SPIF-A applicability in industry was studied in several ﬁelds.
Some of these studies are presented in the next pages.
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Figure 7.3: Mould for cork applications
Figure 7.4: Test of single point incremental deep drawing technique
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Figure 7.5: Hole expansion test
Figure 7.6: Pan prototype
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Preface
This document is part of the Master's Dissertation: Developlment of an Interface
for Operation and Monitoring of an Incremental Forming Machine. Its objective is to
provide SPIF-A machine users with a user manual to correctly operate and monitor any
kind of tasks or programs. It can and should be read by those who are not familiar
with the machine function and require a brief explaination in order to start working with
SPIF-A.
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A.1 SPIF-A
SPIF-A (Single Point Incremental Forming - Aveiro) is a revolutionary production
machine that is being developed in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Aveiro. As its name suggests, this machine performs single point incre-
mental forming (SPIF) operations in metallic sheets to produce metallic parts. This
innovative forming technique has several advantages such as its ﬂexibility and low pro-
duction cost. The machine has proved to be an excellent investment not only by its
technological features but also by providing many students and teachers/researchers a
close involvment with a machine's project and construction since its inception.
Nowadays, SPIF-A is still being upgraded and its innovative construction and manu-
facturing technique is being used by some researchers to produce and study new metallic
parts as well as diﬀerent SPIF variations. In 2017, a new graphical user interface (GUI)
was conceived to simplify not only the operation but also the monitoring of SPIF pro-
cesses (and others) in SPIF-A machine. Therefore, this user manual describes all the
features included in the interface, as well as a step-by-step explaination to produce a
SPIF part. Note that this essay contains merely the procedure through the interface
and do not instructs how to create CAD/CAM ﬁles for SPIF-A. For preparing SPIF
toolpaths, Daniel Afonso's SPIF CAD CAM manual should be consulted.
Figure A.1: SPIF-A machine
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A.2 Introduction
SPIF-A Interface was conceived in GUIDE, a Matlab tool for graphical user inter-
faces design. It is divided in three sections/windows: Pre-Processing, Manual Mode and
Automatic Mode.
The interface allows the user to pre-process a CAM ﬁle for SPIF-A and to operate
the machine in both manual and automatic modes while providing relevant data for live
or further analysis.
Figure A.2: SPIF-A Interface openning window
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A.3 Pre-processing
Pre-processing is the ﬁrst window and the only enabled when the user opens the
application. To start the procedure for pre-processing the part, a CAM ﬁle must be
imported in the IMPORT CAM FILE button. If the CAM ﬁle does not exist, the user
must ﬁrst create it following the procedures described in SPIF CAD CAM manual.
Figure A.3: Importing CAM File
After clicking in the button, the user must select the CAM ﬁle containing the coordin-
ates for the manufacturing process. Once it is selected, the ﬁle name will appear under
the button in green. To check if the ﬁle is the correct one, press the CAM PREVIEW
POINTS button. Consequently, a representation with the points coordinates will appear
in the bot of the window as well as the maximum and minimums coordinates in each
axis.
Figure A.4: CAM File Preview
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In the middle of the window, a panel with 4 transform functions (scale, translate,
rotate and mirror) can be used to perform quick geometrical modiﬁcations. Multiple
transformations can be executed. Every time a transform function is called, the coordin-
ates on the display are updated to the new ones. To return to the original coordinates,
press the RESET button.
Figure A.5: Transform Functions
Select a option between 3 or 5 axis manufacturing. In 3 axis manufacturing, the
orienations α, β and γ are equal to 0 in every point of the program. Next, press CREATE
TOOL PATH to generate the tool trajectory.
Figure A.6: Axis selection and tool path generation
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Press the TOOL PATH PREVIEW button to display the tool-end path during the
program. The beginning of the process is presented in green, the middle in blue and
the ﬁnal in red. Note that the tool path is allways created from the last coordinates
displayed in the CAM POINTS PREVIEW display.
Figure A.7: Tool Path Display
After checking that the tool path is correct, the program is ready. Press EXPORT
PROGRAM to load the Simulink model to the real-time machine.
Figure A.8: Export Program
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A.4 Manual Mode Window
Once the program is loaded to the target computer, the manual mode becomes avail-
able. To change to manual mode window, click in MANUAL MODE button, at the top
of the interface. In this window, the user can manipulate the machine regardless of the
imported program or deﬁne part-zero coordinates.
Figure A.9: Manual mode window
To continue with the procedure, make sure the switchboard is turned on and press
START SPIF-A button. This will initialize the hydraulic pump and position the machine
in the absolute zero. After this stage, the hydraulic pump valve should be closed to ensure
the required ﬂuid pressure for SPIF operations.
Figure A.10: Start SPIF-A
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The JOG buttons on the left become available, as well as the part-zero deﬁnition
objects. The monitoring variables become visible and are updated at a rate of 2 Hz. At
the center two displays are presented. The left one plots the tool-end coordinates in the
machine's workspace, while the right one plots the forces in X, Y , and Z directions.
To manipulate the machine, select a coordinate or orientation increment and the
desired direction or axis rotation. To move to a known position, in relation to the current
part-zero, ﬁll the coordinates and orientations and press the GO button. To move to the
absolute zero or to the last part-zero, press the GO TO CURRENT PART-ZERO or GO
TO MACHINE ZERO buttons respectively.
Figure A.11: SPIF-A manual manipulation
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There are two ways to deﬁne the part-zero in SPIF-A interface. If the part-zero
coordinates are unknown, use the JOG to move the tool-end to the wanted location.
Once the tool-end is coincident with the desired part-zero, click on the USE CURRENT
POSITION button, placed in the Part-Zero panel.
If the part-zero coordinates are already known there is no need for positioning the
tool in the exactly part-zero position. Fill the text boxes in the Part-Zero panel and
click on the SET button. After being deﬁned, the part-zero coordinates and orientations
will appear in the bottom of this panel. By default, these values are equals to 0, that is,
coincident with global zero.
Figure A.12: Part-Zero Deﬁnition
To store real-time data, click on the START DATA LOG button. To stop data
logging, click on the same button (STOP DATA LOG). The values will be stored in a
excel ﬁle, in a path deﬁned by the user.
Figure A.13: Data log in manual mode
clearpage
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A.5 Automatic Mode Window
Click on the AUTOMATIC MODE button, on the top of the GUI. This will call the
automatic mode window.
Figure A.14: Automatic Mode Window
Firstly, click on the PRE-AUTO button. The machine will position itself in the ﬁrst
point of the program. Note that this position depends oﬀ the part-zero deﬁned in manual
mode window. To start the imported program, click on START.
Figure A.15: Starting automatic mode
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Despite being started, the machine will not move until a feed rate is deﬁned. Use the
slider or the SET SPEED button to assign the desired feed rate between 0 and 25000
mm/min. A physical potentiometer provides an extension of this value up to 150 %.
Figure A.16: Deﬁning program feed rate
The program will ﬁnish as soon it reaches its end but the user can click on the FINISH
button to end it earlier. Note that the program will not continue after being ﬁnished.
To stop the program momentarily, click on PAUSE and resume it on CONTINUE.
Figure A.17: Pausing and resuming automatic mode
Once the program ﬁnishes, the user is given the option to save its data. This includes
forces in X, Y , and Z, directions, desired coordinates and orientations, real coordinates
and orientations, cylinders length (desired and real), errors, feed rate and processing
time. The data is saved in a excel ﬁle.
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